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Ground based OIR imaging 
LSST: >10000 sq.deg overlap; Single visit depth 
of r=24.5; billions of sources; opportunistic 
transient studies
Subaru/HSC: co-located on Maunakea; 1.5 
degree FoV; r=27.2 in 1hr

Radio, sub-mm, far-IR
Long wavelength synergies including 
ALMA, CCAT and  SPICA
SKA1: >20000 sq. deg overlap; Billions 
of sources to r>24; opportunistic 
transient studies; spectral stacking

WFIRST (Cosmology and extragalactic 
surveys)
>2000 sq. deg to Y>26.7 in multiple 
surveys; G.O. mode
Euclid (Cosmology and extragalactic 
surveys)
20000 sq. deg to RIZ=24.5; 40 sq. deg to 
RIZ=26.5

Very Large Optical Telescopes
GMT, TMT and E-ELT: Feeder facility for 
individual sources for study with high SNR, high 
R, AO-assisted IFUs

PLATO (stellar physics and exoplanetary 
hosts)
>2000 sq. deg to g=16; high SNR@R40K 
monitoring campaigns of faintest sources

Gaia (Galactic Archaeology)
All-sky point sources to G=20; 1 
billion sources; moderate and 
high resolution follow-up

eROSITA (X-ray)
All-sky survey + pointed 
fields. >105 galaxy 
clusters to z>1.5

There	are	many	mulGwavelength	
photometric	and	astrometric	
astrophysical	surveys	planned	for	
the	next	decade.	
	
Currently	there	is	no	dedicated	
spectroscopic	facility	on	a	10m-
class	telescope	to	compliment	and	
follow-up	these	surveys.	
	
For	maximum	synergy	with	these	
surveys,	it	is	highly	desirable	to	
begin	operaGon	in	the	2020s.		
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The Maunakea Spectroscopic Explorer is a realization of this need. 



MSE	Science	Reference	Observa%ons:	
Science	Needs	Drive	Design	Choices	

•  Wide	redshiO	range	of	interest	→	UV	to	Near-IR,	R~3000	mode	
•  Stellar	chemical	tagging	→	R~40,000	mode	
•  Intervening	absorpGon	(IGM,	CGM)	/	sky	lines	→	R~6000	mode	
•  High	surface	density	of	targets	→	many	close-packed	fibers	
•  Many	targets	→	wide	field	of	view	
•  Faint	targets	→	great	image	quality	(expect	median	focal	plane	

FWHM=0.51”	in	R	band),	opGmal	fiber	size	&	posiGoning	
•  Many	faint	targets	→	large	primary	aperture,	dedicated	facility	
•  Small	velocity	dispersions	→	precise	velociGes,	dedicated	facility	
•  ConGnuum	flux	levels	→	accurate	spectrophotometry	(di_o)	
•  Surveys	ranging	from	few	nights	to	1000s	of	deg2	→	dedicated	

facility	to	deliver	science	data	for	both	legacy	and	PI-led	surveys	

Wide	Field	Astronomy	in	Canada	



Wide	Field	Astronomy	in	Canada	

MSE	
Conceptual	
Design	

ConfiguraGon	

Simultaneous	use	of	3249	1.0”	low/medium	
resolu%on	and	1083	0.8”	high	resolu%on	fibers	

1.5	deg^2	field	of	view	
(behind	an	ADC)	

Minimum	eleva%on	for	
observa%ons	of	30	degrees	

HR	spectrographs:	
UV,	green	and	red	arms,	
located	in	Coude	room	

LMR	spectrographs:	
0.37-1.8	um,	located	on	
both	instrument	plaeorms	

11.25-m	diameter	primary	



Project	Book	(Public	imminently)	

•  Intended	as	a	concise	reference	(143	
pages)	on	all	aspects	of	the	scienGfic	
and	technical	design	of	MSE	for	the	
internaGonal	astronomy	and	
engineering	communiGes,	and	their	
related	agencies.	

•  The	current	version	is	a	status	report	of	
MSE’s	science	goals	and	their	pracGcal	
implementaGon	aOer	the	System	
Conceptual	Design	Review	that	was	
held	in	January	2018.	

Wide	Field	Astronomy	in	Canada	



Detailed	Science	Case	(arXiv:1606.00043)	
contains	Science	Reference	Observa%ons	

(developed	by	Interna%onal	Science	Team)	

•  Origin	of	Stars,	Stellar	Systems,	and	Stellar	PopulaGons	
–  Exoplanet	host	properGes	and	stellar	variability	
–  The	physics	of	rare	stellar	types	
–  The	forma%on	and	chemical	evolu%on	of	the	Galaxy	
–  Unveiling	cold	dark	maber	substructure	with	precision	kinema%cs	
–  The	chemodynamical	deconstrucGon	of	Local	Group	galaxies	

•  Linking	Galaxies	and	Large-Scale	Structure	
–  Galaxies	and	their	environments	in	the	local	universe	
–  Mul%-scale	clustering	and	the	halo	occupa%on	func%on	
–  The	chemical	evoluGon	of	galaxies	and	AGN	over	cosmic	Gme	

•  IlluminaGng	the	Dark	Universe	
–  Baryon	content	and	DM	distribu%on	of	the	nearest	massive	clusters	
–  Mapping	the	inner	parsec	of	quasars	with	reverberaGon	mapping	
–  Linking	galaxy	evoluGon	with	the	IGM	through	tomographic	mapping	

Wide	Field	Astronomy	in	Canada	



Formation and chemical evolution of 
the Galaxy via stellar chemical tagging 

•  Detailed	chemical	composiGons	of	stars	
born	in	the	same	star-forming	
aggregates	are	very	similar	

•  Chemical	composiGons	evolve	
predictably	(*planet	consumpGon)	as	
stars	age	and	orbit	through	the	galaxy	

•  Chemical	tagging,	especially	in	
conjunc%on	with	Gaia	astrometry,	
reconstructs	ancient	star-forming	
aggregates	to	follow	the	forma%on	
sequence	of	the	Galac%c	disk	and	halo	

Wide	Field	Astronomy	in	Canada	

•  To	label	stars	into	predetermined	sets	requires	R~20,000	
•  To	tag	stars	into	however	many	aggregates	exist	requires	R~40,000,	

which	requires	a	10-m	telescope	to	reach	distant	stars	at	sufficient	S/N		
•  MSE	DSC	SRO-03	–	Babusiaux	et	al.	(Figure	from	De	Silva+	2009)		



• Utilise both moderate resolution (stellar parameters, [Fe/H], strong spectral indicators) + high 
resolution (weak lines, precision abundances)

• Large number of chemical species spanning a broad range of nucleosynthetic pathways to 
provide greatest leverage on chemical space for tagging experiments

Formation and chemical evolution of 
the Galaxy via stellar chemical tagging 



The Dark Matter Observatory 

• MSE will provide vast datasets of line-of-sight velocities for tracing the dark matter 
distribution of halo on all spatial scales

• Probing sub-halos around the Milky Way (via heating of cold stellar streams)
• Dynamics of dwarf galaxies via datasets of potentially hundreds of thousands of stars
• Clusters of galaxies (for Virgo, velocities of every baryonic structure brighter than r~24, 
including ~50000 globular clusters within the virial radius)



•  MSE reaches bluer than VLT- 
MOONS, bluer & redder than 
Subaru-PFS, with greater 
etendue than either

Linking galaxies to the large 
scale structure of the Universe 

•  The MSE low resolution spectrographs enable probes of galaxy evolution 
through the peak of star formation and galaxy assembly in the Universe

•  Wavelength coverage 0.37μm to 1.8μm to reach beyond 'cosmic noon’



• 8 survey cubes (300Mpc/h on 
a side) to probe the build-up of 
large scale structure, stellar 
mass, halo occupation and 
star formation out to a redshift 
of z~3

• ~100% completeness per 
cube (1 dex below M* for first 4 
cubes, beyond this limited by 
LSST photo-z accuracies)

• An SDSS at the peak of the 
star formation history of the 
Universe

• 5-7 yr program only possible 
on a dedicated facility

Linking galaxies to the large scale 
structure of the Universe



Measure black hole masses for ~2500 quasars up to 
z~3.



Map the inner parsec of 100s 
of quasars in SDSS-RM field
and LSST deep drilling fields.
Disk reverberation mapping as well?

Obtain extremely high S/N rest-frame
optical-UV spectra of ~5000 quasars.

Mapping the Inner Parsec 
of Quasars: program goals

Delay

BONUS: High-z Hubble diagram for cosmology



MSE-LSST/
Overlap

Primary LSST footprint DEC = -65 to DEC = +5 (LSST 
Observing Strategy White Paper, arXiv:1708.04058).

MSE performance meets science requirements at zenith 
angles < 50 degrees (DEC > -30), with zenith angle limit of 
60 degrees (DEC > -40).  Zenith angle limit of 70 deg would 
reach DEC=-50.

Therefore MSE as currently envisioned:
•  will have access to 74% of the primary LSST footprint
•  will meet its science requirements over 59% of the 

primary LSST area
•  will observe at airmass < 1.4 (the LSST limit in its primary 

footprint) over 51% of the primary LSST area.
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Partnership	Overview	

•  MSE	would	funcGon	as	a	facility	for	Legacy	and	PI	surveys	
•  Cost	of	conceptual	design:	US$370M;	nominal	$37M/yr	in	operaGons	
•  6	equal	partners:	$62M+$6.2M/yr	for	access	to	a	$370M	facility	
•  Deliverables:	science-ready	data	&	data	products	(akin	to	SDSS)	
•  Partner	country	scienGsts	expected	to	have	data	rights	to	all	surveys	
•  Partner	country	scienGsts	able	to	propose	and	PI/Co-PI	surveys,	in	

proporGon	to	each	partner’s	share	over	the	long	term	
•  Partnership	plan	being	developed	in	preliminary	design	phase	(PDP)	
•  Canada	needs	to	be	involved,	so	ACURA	has	been	approached	to	be	

the	Canadian	signatory	on	the	PDP	statement	of	understanding	
•  PDP	will	feed	into	LRP2020	/	Decadal	Survey	2020	/	etc.	
•  LRP	phasing	w.r.t.	CFI	deadline	is	important:	LRP	public	by	2Q2020?	

Wide	Field	Astronomy	in	Canada	



Summary	

Wide	Field	Astronomy	in	Canada	

	
	
	

mse.cgt.hawaii.edu	

•  Tremendous	science	capabili%es	
for	Canadians	in	the	late	2020s	

•  Dedicated	survey	facility	with	
significant	PI	survey	
opportuni%es	

•  MSE	discussion	session,	4	pm	



MSE-LSST/
WFIRST HLS 
Overlap



Future	Op%cal/Near-Infrared	
Spectroscopic	Facili%es,	2019-2034	

•  MSE	superior	to	other	faciliGes	in	λ	range,	etendue	(aperture	×	FOV),	
resoluGon	modes,	#	of	fibers	(except	DESI,	ESO2030):	h_ps://bit.ly/2ksiH09	

Wide	Field	Astronomy	in	Canada	



Partnership	Planning	

•  DRS	will	study	observability	in	more	detail	
•  Does	your	science	require	the	enGre	LSST	footprint,	or	…?	
•  Gaia	+	exisGng	data	all	that’s	needed	for	hi-res	stellar	targeGng	
•  ExtragalacGc:	UNIONS,	Euclid,	…	
•  Envisioned	MSE	XG	surveys	are	deep	over	few	10,100,1000	deg^2	
•  How	does	project/collaboraGon	XXX	grow	in	Canadian	parGcipaGon	

in	>	2020?	
•  What	overlap	is	there	(if	any)	with	XXX	and	other	wide	field	

projects?	
•  How	do	you	see	XXX	evolving	in	scope/size	over	the	next	decade?	

What	is	the	transiGon	from	XXX	to	other	efforts?	

Wide	Field	Astronomy	in	Canada	


